We use
, and e to denote the preprocessing time, storage space, and range search time, respectively.
Bentley and Maurer explored the worst-case complexity of range searching by introducing three theoretical data structures; -ranges, multi-level -ranges, and nonoverlapping -ranges [4] . Multi . In general, we store @ B © F h " £ s
Let us first consider a 2-level 2-range. On the first level, we consider one "block" which contains 5 g G S 8
"units", each containing ® 5 g G S 8
points. Assume is a perfect square. In the first level we store all
consecutive intervals of units, that is 1 3 " y ' To perform a range search on a 2-level 2-range we must choose a covering of the ½ -range from both the first and second level. This can be done by selecting at most one covering from level 1 and two from level 2 (see Figure 1 for example). 
In general, for p and p
, on level 
, and
There are two main algorithms to consider for the multi-level -range: construction and searching. The construction algorithm follows the description of the data structure from Bentley and Maurer's paper, except that they assumed ) Ì P Ḧ , where P and are both positive integers. In general, this is not true; we use
to construct the block and unit boundaries. The pseudocode for the construction algorithm is available in [7] .
The range search algorithm recursively searches each -level -range by finding, for each level, which units overlap the left point value and right point value for coordinate until h ) Ô
. When h ) Ô
, the 1-range is searched with a binary search to find the starting element that is greater than or equal to the left point's rank. Then all points are reported between the starting element and the first element greater than the right point's rank. Finding the unit,
, that overlaps the query on coordinate can be done in constant time (see indexing pseudocode in [7] ). The algorithm below assumes that RANGESEARCH is a method of an -level 
Experiments were run on a Sun Microsystem V880 with four 1.2 GHz UltraSPARC III processors, 16 GB of main memory, running Solaris 8. Times were obtained using the timeval struct, which reports seconds and microseconds. We can see that the multi-level -range could not be constructed for half of the test cases. This is due to the excessive memory requirements of the -level -range. We can also see that the R*tree outperformed the multi-level -range in every test and even the naive search was faster for five cases. Section 5.2 explains why this poor performance occurs. We discovered that naive search always outperforms -level -ranges for relatively low values of [7] . A recursion relation for the storage complexity can be defined as follows:
where we sum the total storage over each level by multiplying the storage of the blocks by the storage for the units and recursing on the maximum number of points and $ î
. By solving the recursion, we obtain
. We can see that as we increase , we decrease storage by a factor of p x ì r
We consider and as factors in the query analysis and arrive at the following theorem.
Proof. For each
we recursively search a maximum of p r
As mentioned in section 5.1 and in [4, 7] , increasing Figure 3 , but for optimal , ) } }
, and f ) S % , the data structure must allocate over 150 million bytes. We fully implemented the multi-level -range and compared this data structure to naive and R*tree searching. To our knowledge, this data structure has never been implemented. We showed that when . We used these results to demonstrate why multi-level -ranges are not competitive for range searching. 
